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The unit is also ideal for dispensing or pre-filtering new oil, evacuating used oil, topping 
reservoirs off, and collecting oil samples for analysis. With an IP rating of 54, it is 
designed for offline secondary filtration, rather than inline filtration, in general 
industrial environments both indoor and outdoors. This filter cart from Wainbee can 
filter mineral-based industrial oils and most synthetic oils with a maximum operating 
viscosity range of ISO 680 at 38 degrees Celsius, within ambient temperatures from -26 
to 66 degrees Celsius.

The system should be stored and used on a level surface, right-side-up, in a low-traffic 
area and connected to a proper power source. The user must place it at the same level 
as, or below, the equipment being filtered and within reach of the recommended 
standard 12-foot hoses. The filter cart includes carbon steel frames, industrial powder-
coated paint, aluminum filter heads, zinc-plated steel and/or brass fittings, aluminum 
and steel pumps, clear PVC hoses with steel wires or hydraulic hoses, and Buna-N 
gaskets.

Other features and specifications: a filter indicator that pops at 22 psid, to warn that 
filter elements require replacement; pump relief that opens at 65 pounds per square 
inch; weight from 100 to 150 pounds, depending on the selected option; and 
dimensions of 18.8 by 21½ by 46.4 inches.The Des-Case filter cart comes standard with 
an automatic pressure-relief valve, non-bypass filter heads that stop particles from 
passing by when filters reach maximum saturation, dual-stage filtration, 12-foot hose 
assemblies with different quick-connect options, pneumatic wheels for easy 
movement, and an oil-catch pan. The manufacturer also provides a one-year warranty.

To learn more, contact Wainbee.

Des-Case Filter Cart Maintains Fluid 
Cleanliness in a Cost-efficient Way

Wainbee Limited carries many industrial solutions by Des-
Case, including a unique design of filter cart. This product is 
perfect for use on small-to-medium-sized reservoirs with low 
flow rates. A portable system compatible with mineral-based 
industrial liquids, it offers a cost-efficient way to maintain fluid 
cleanliness in multiple applications with the same lubricant.

Among the applications for which this Des-Case filter cart is 
recommended are decontaminating systems, flushing new or 
repaired systems, and flushing systems.

For Indoor or Outdoor Use

https://www.wainbee.com/en/contact/
https://www.wainbee.com/
https://www.wainbee.com/en/brands/des-case/
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